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Abstract 
Simmons, H., Generalized deviations of posets, Discrete Mathematics 98 (1991) 123-139. 
The deviation and co-deviation of a poset (Lemonnier (1972)) has been generalized by Pouzet 
and Zaguia (1985) and used in Goodearl and Zimmermann-Huisgen (1986) and Lau et al. In 
this paper these generalizations are put into an appropriate context which is conceptually 
neater and seems to offer smoother computational facilities. 
0. Introduction 
One of the simplest measures of the discreteness properties of a poset (S, G) is 
the supremum of the length of chains in S. (An orthogonal measure would 
concern itself with the size of antichains.) When this supremum is finite it does 
not matter too much how it is computed. However, the supremum could be 
infinite (with an ordinal value) and then it must be computed with some 
forethought; in the infinite case there is an essential difference between depth and 
height (for instance in the ability of a poset to embed o or o*). Both these 
depth and height measures are useful, and both can be seen as particular cases of 
the analytically rooted measure of the Cantor-Bendixson rank of a topological 
space (whose origins are in the very nondiscrete study of Fourier analysis). 
The classical Krull dimension of a commutative noetherian ring R is precisely 
such a chain length measure of the poset spec R of prime ideals of R. In Krull’s 
own sphere of interest these measures were finite, but it is now generally accepted 
that (because of the nature of rings) the depth approach provides the best 
extension to the transfinite. 
For more general rings, in particular for noncommutative rings, the poset 
spec R may not control the properties of R sufficiently well to be a useful tool. In 
general the properties of the category MOD-R have to be analysed; but for some 
purposes the poset of submodules of a module- carries a sufficient amount of 
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information. A depth measure of such posets leads to the non-classical Krull 
dimension (which is not the same as the classical Krull dimension referred to 
above). 
The basis of the computation of this Krull dimension is to search for and 
repeatedly annihilate descending o-chains. This technique is easily abstracted to 
general posets, as was done by Lemonnier in [5]. In this guise it is known as the 
deviation of the poset (since it measures how far it deviates from being artinian). 
One of the advantages of abstraction is that irrelevances become irrelevant. In 
this particular case we are immediately led to the dual height measure, i.e., the 
co-deviation, of a poset. It is then interesting to find that a poset has a deviation 
precisely when it has a co-deviation (although the two assigned values can be 
widely different). 
Another advantage of abstraction is that when stripped of inessentials the 
deviation technique is immediately open to other useful variations. In particular, 
just as the deviation and co-deviation are concerned with locating co*- or 
w-chains, there is no reason why we should not try the same technique with other 
order types t (or sets of such order types). Such an extension (in the poset case) 
has been introduced by Pouzet and Zaguia in [7], and developed (with an eye on 
the module case) by Lau, Teply, and Boyle in [4]. This second paper continues 
the analysis of the connection between Krull dimension (deviation) and chain 
depth as given by Goodearl and Zimmermann-Huisgen in [3]. 
This extended technique clearly has a lot to offer but, as presented so far, can 
seem a bit ad hoc. In this paper I will attempt to put the method into an 
appropriate context, and suggest a way of thinking about and developing the 
technique. 
Here I will restrict my remarks to the variations on the Krull theme. However, 
as is shown by Albu in [l-2], the more delicate Gabriel dimension can be 
explained in poset terms. The ramifications of this will be dealt with elsewhere. I 
should also point out that when the poset is a lattice (of a certain kind) the whole 
of its dimension theory has a much richer and coherent form. Some of this can be 
gleaned from [9-lo]. 
1. The z-derivative 
Throughout this paper (S, <) is a fixed poset whose discreteness properties we 
wish to classify. In particular, we say the poset is itself discrete if the ordering < 
is just equality. If (S, C) is not discrete then we consider various measures of 
how far it deviates from being discrete. Each of these various measures assigns to 
(S, <) an extended ordinal (i.e., either -1, or a standard ordinal LY E Ord, or m), 
and each is obtained by searching for instances of particular kinds of chains in 
(S, c). 
Let (T, “-) be a linear order of type t (the test type). To avoid certain 
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pathologies we assume T has at least two elements. The definition (given below) 
of the r-deviation of (S, 6) is based on a similar notion introduced by Pouzet and 
Zaguia [7, Definition 2.1). However, for technical reasons it seems better if we 
first assign ordinals to intervals of S rather than to S directly, as is done in [7]. 
Recall that for each pair of elements a, b E S with a =S b we set 
to obtain the interval of S between a and b. An embedding of T into [a, b] is a 
function 
f: T+[a, b] 
such that for all x, y E T 
Such an embedding is automatically monotone and injective. We say [a, b] is 
t-free if there is no such embedding. 
The following definition could be given in a slightly neater form, but we use 
this one for ease of comparison with [7; Definition 2.11. 
Definition 1.1. Let a c b be elements of S. Then we set: 
(0) dev,(u, b)=-1 ($ u=b, 
(1) dev,(u, 6) = 0 ($ a < b and [a, b] is r-free, 
(2) for each ordinal cx > 0, 
dev,(u, b) = LY a dev,(a, b) y’~ a! and for each monotone f : T + [a, b] there are 
x < y in T with dev,(f(x), f(y)) < (Y. 
Finally we write dev,(u, b) < 03 if there is some ordinal cx with dev,(u, b) < a, 
and we write dev,(a, 6) = CC if there is no such ordinal. 
If S is bounded (i.e., has a top and a bottom) then this assignment produces an 
extended ordinal dev,(S), and we may check that this agrees with the notion of 
[7]. If S is not bounded then we may set 
devs(S) = sup{dev,(u, 6) ( a s b in S}, 
however, in some cases this does not agree with [7]. 
The analogue of clause (0) does not appear in [7]. Note, however, that in the 
presence of (0), clause (1) is just the particular case CY = 0 of (2). One good 
reason for not adding (0) is that it is rather silly to measure the length of a process 
by starting at - 1. 
The original case of the deviation of a poset as introduced by Lemonnier in [5] 
is the o*-deviation (where w* is the order type of the negative integers). A 
concise account of this is given in [6, p. 174-1791. 
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2. Derivatives and ante-basic sets 
The precise meaning of Definition 1.1, especially clause (2) is a little opaque. 
Its content becomes more transparent if we approach the notion of a deviation 
from a different direction. 
Definition 2.1. An ante-basic set of the poset S is a set .c& of intervals which 
contains all singleton intervals [a, a] (for a E S) and is closed under subintervals 
in the sense that 
for all a 6 x s y s b. Let A be the set of all such ante-basic sets. 
Note that A is partially ordered by inclusion; has a bottom 0, the set of all 
singleton intervals; and a top Int(S), the set of all intervals. Note also that A is 
closed under arbitrary intersections and unions, and so is a complete lattice. 
By a derivative on A we mean an operation (.)” on A which is both inflationary 
and monotone, i.e., such that 
for all &, 53 E A. Given such a derivative (e)” the tower dd[.] of interates of (0)” 
supported by & is defined by 
&#‘I = & , &dla+ll = (&'bl)d, dd'A' = u {SW' 1 a< A} 
for each ordinal a and limit ordinal A. We also set 
ddLrn] = U {.~4~[~1 ( a E Ord} 
so that rlQdLml = ~4~‘~ for all large (Y, and (e)d[“l is a closure operation on A. 
Let z be a linear type with standard example (T, c). For each ante-basic set .z& 
let .cz$’ be the set of all intervals [a, b] such that for each monotone map 
f:T-+[a, b] 
there are elements x < y of T with [f(x), f(y)] E ~4. It is an easy exercise to show 
that &’ is also ante-basic, and that (.)” is a derivative on A. 
The t-filtration Y* of S is the tower of iterates of (0)” supported by 6’, i.e., for 
each ordinal CY we set 
9, = @“I. 
A routine induction now gives 
dev,(u, b) < a w [a, b] E Ym 
for all elements a s b of S and (Y E Ord. 
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This equivalence illustrates the flaw in Definition 1.1. The ordinal assigned to 
[a, 61 ought to be &(a, b) where 
d&a, b)~ (Y e [a, b] E Fu. 
This becomes even more apparent when more delicate derivatives are used (such 
as the one underlying the Gabriel dimension of S as defined in [l-2]). 
3. Some examples and properties of z-derivatives 
The smallest nonpathological case is r = 2, and even then the derivative (.)” is 
worth no more than a moment’s inspection. 
Lemma 3.1. For each sd E A we have d2 = d 
Proof. Consider any [a, b] E d2. There is an obvious monotone map f : (0, l} + 
[a, b], namely f(0) = a and f(1) = b. But then the defining property of ti2 gives 
[a, b] E d. q 
The next most simplest case is r = 3. This also gives a common derivative but 
one which is usually described in a slightly different way. Thus for ti E A let Simp 
be the set of all d-simple intervals, i.e., all those intervals [a, b] such that for 
each a s m =S b we have either 
[a, m] E d or [m, b] EL& 
The proof of the following is routine. 
Lemma 3.2. For each .d E A we have .d3 = dsimp. 
The derivatives (*)” for 4 Sk < w have no great intrinsic interest. It can be 




for all m, n < w. In particular 
&3lnJ = gZ”+l 
and each derivative (e)” (for 4 Sk < o) is eventually absorbed by an iterate of 
(s)“. (Later in this section we will prove generalizations of these results.) 
Let us now look at the original deviation and co-deviation of Lemonnier [5]. 
Thus for _& E A let 
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be, respectively, the set of d-artinian intervals and the set of &-noetherian 
intervals. That is, for the set of intervals [a, b] such that for each descending 
w-sequence or, respectively, ascending o-sequence 
(4) b3&J>xr3***~ua, (t) a~x,<xI<. . .sb 
we have, respectively, 
[x,+17 &I E 4 [xn x,+11 E .d 
for all sufficiently large r. 
Recall that for each linear order type r, the type t* is the reverse of z. 
Lemma 3.3. The equalities A? 1 = dm*, A! T = d” hold for all A? E A. 
Proof. For a given interval [a, b], a monotone map f : w* --, [a, b] is just a 
descending w-sequence 
b~x,,~xl~--.~xx,~-..~a (r < 0) 
(where X, =f(r)), so trivially & L c &‘*. 
Conversely suppose that [a, b] E JP* and, by way of contradiction, suppose 
also that [a, b] $ & . L The second supposition gives some sequence (x,.) (as 
above) for which [x,+r, x,] $ & for arbitrarily large r < o. Since d is ante-basic 
(in particular is closed under taking subintervals) we may refine (x,) to produce a 
subsequence (yr) such that [yr+r, yr] $ d for all r < w. Since [a, b] $ &“*, this is 
the required contradiction. 
This proves that ~4 L = d”‘, and the other equality follows by a similar 
argument. Cl 
It is clear that, in general, the behaviour of the induced derivative for just one 
order type t will not tell us all we want to know about S. We will also require 
some information about how these various derivatives interact. In the remainder 
of this section I will outline the beginnings of a calculus of such derivatives. 
Recall that for linear types u and t, the comparison u 6 t means that (each 
example of) u is embeddable in (each example of) t. With this notation the 
following is almost trivial. 
Lemma 3.4. For all linear order types o and z, we have 
2caGr + 540sd”, forall54EE. 
As usual we write rl for the countable universal type, i.e., the order type of Q. 
Corollary 3.5. For each countable order type z 3 2, we have dz E &“, for all 
&ELI. 
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A closure operation on A is just an idempotent derivative, i.e., a derivative (.)” 
for which (e)“” = (e)“. Each derivative (0)” has an idempotent closure (*)dl”l which, 
of course, is a closure operation. It is of interest to locate the order types r for 
which (e)” is such a closure operation. Thus we say a type t is persistent if (t 2 2 
and) for each p <q in T (an example of t) there is an embedding r+ [p q]. In 
particular, n as well as the order type of R, and the order type of the irrationals 
are all persistent. Notice that r is persistent precisely when for all a < b in T we 
have [a, b] $ O”, or equivalently [a, b] $ 0”‘“‘. 
Theorem 3.4. If t is a persistent order type then the z-derivative is a closure 
operation. 
Proof. For a persistent type r and .c& E A, consider any interval [a, b] E (,~4’)’ and 
any monotone map f : T-+ [a, b] (where T is an example of r). Since [a, b] E B8”, 
where % = &“, there are p <q in T with 
[f(P), f (s)l E 92 = sd=. 
Let g : T+ [p, q] be any embedding given by the persistency of r. We thus have a 
monotone map 
fg:T+[f(p),fk)l 
and hence (since the target is in &“) there are u < v in T with 
[fduh fg(v)l E d 
Now let x = g(u) and y = g(v). Then x < y and [f(x), f(y)] E ~4, which shows 
that [a, b] E &‘, as required. 0 
Since q is persistent this result immediately gives the following. 
Corollary 3.7. The q-derivative is a closure operation. 
As remarked earlier, v is a countable universal type, and we now show this 
universality transfers to the derivative (e)“. The essence of this observation is the 
standard splitting argument. 
Lemma 3.8. We have A& = ti 3 ~4” = ,rQ, for all LA! E A. 
Proof. Suppose ti3 = & and consider any interval [a, b] $ ~4. We show that 
[a, b] $ dV by constructing a suitable q-set in [a, b]. 
Since [a, b] $ ~4 = d3 = ~Simp, there is some a <m < b with 
]a, ml, ]m, bl$ d. 
Repeating this splitting produces a <p < m < q < b with 
]a, ~1, [P, ml, [m, 41, [q, bl$ d. 
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By iterating this procedure we produce a copy of the dyadic rationals D in [a, b], 
i.e., an embedding f : ED+- [a, b]. Furthermore, the construction ensures that for 
all x < y in D we have [f(x), f(y)] 4 &. Since D has order type rl, this shows that 
[a,b]$.&J. 0 
These preliminaries give the universality of (e)“. 
Theorem 3.9. For each countable order type t 2 3 we have ~4’~~~ = sYq, for all 
dEA. 
Proof. Since r G q, Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.7 give 
&@-I c &pPl = &g9e’l. - 
Now let 3 = &!Z31m1 so that (by Lemma 3.4) we have 9 c &[301. But also 9’ = 3 so 
that Lemma 3.8 gives %V = 58, and hence (since & c 2) 
_!&!q c aq = 3 c g+lg’l - - 
as required. q 
This result is no more than a variant of the standard characterization of [5] that 
a poset has a deviation (i.e., w *-deviation) exactly when it has a w-deviation and 
this occurs precisely when it is q-free. A slightly different variant is given in [7; 
Proposition 2.21. 
It would be nice to have a characterization of (.)“l”’ for arbitrary t. It is clear 
that these closure operations are somehow connected with generalized q-sets. An 
investigation of these connections has been started in [4]. 
The set of all derivatives on A has its own algebraic structure; it is partially 
ordered by the pointwise comparison, it is a complete lattice, and it is closed 
under composition. To conclude this section we look at some properties of this 
composition. The methods used are extracted from [3]. 
We restrict our attention to r-derivatives where r is an ordinal. First a 
simplifying observation. 
Lemma 3.10. For each limit ordinal A we have dA= tiA+l, for all .& E A. 
Proof. For .& E A, consider any [a, b] E &‘+’ and any ascending A-sequence 
a~x,<x,<*--<xi-**<b (i < A). 
We may extend this to a (A + 1)-sequence by setting X* = b. But then, since 
[a, b] E s@+l, there are i <k c A with [xi, xk] E &. Let j = i + 1. Then j < k c A 
and [xi, xi] E &. Also, since A. is a limit ordinal and j is a successor, we have 
i <j < A, which gives the required result. 0 
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Recall that for nonzero ordinals p and Y the product ,UV is the order type of the 
set of all pairs (i, j) for i < p and j < Y ordered by 
(ii, jJ s (i2, j2) e j1 < j2 or (jl = j2 and i1 6 iJ. 
It is mildly surprising that this also gives the composite of ordinal-derivatives. 
Theorem 3.11. For all nonzero ordinals p and Y we have (sdptl)vt’ = s4pvt1, for 
all d E A. 
Proof. Consider first any [a, b] E (&@‘)“+ and let 
a~x(O,O)~...~x(i,j)~...x(Clv)~b 
be a (PY + 1)-sequence in [a, b]. Here the last element is x(~Y) and the body is 
indexed by the ordinal product PY (as described above). 
Set Y(Y) = x(p~) and for each j < Y set y(j) =x(0, j). This gives a (Y + l)- 
sequence in [a, b], and so there is some j < Y with 
[y(j), y(j + 111 E _e+‘. 
Note that j + 1 = Y can occur (unless, of course, Y is a limit ordinal). However, in 
all cases we have an ascending p-sequence 
y(j)Cx(O,j)S*--Sx(i,j)s*--Sy(j+l) (i<p). 
We may extend this to a (p + 1)-sequence by adding y(j + 1) as the last element. 
But now, either there is some i < i + 1 < p with 
[x(6 j), 4i + 1, j)] E 54 
or 
[X(P - 1, j), x(0, j + 111 =[x(P - 1, i), y(i + 111 E ~4 
(where, of course, the second alternative can occur only when ,U is a successor 
ordinal). In both cases we obtain elements x GX’ of the original (,MY + l)- 
sequence with distinct indexes and [x, x’] E Oe. Thus [a, b] E dp”+‘. 
This shows that (~$~+‘)~+l 5 ~4&~+~. For the converse inclusion suppose 
[a, b] E sP+’ and consider any (Y + 1)-sequence 
a~x,<.--6xi<.--<x,~b (j S y). 
We require some j < Y with [x,, x,,,] E &@I. 
By way of contradiction suppose there is no such j ( Y. Thus, for each j < v, 
there is a (p + 1)-sequence 
x,~y(O,j)~...~j(i,j)~...~y(y,j)~-xi+, (is-_) 
with 
]y(i, j), y(i + I, iI1 $2~4 
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for all i < p. We omit the last term y(p, j) of each of these and concatenate the 
resulting sequences to obtain a pv-sequence 
(YG, j) I CC i) E ~1. 
At the end of this we set y(pv) = b to obtain a (PV + 1)-sequence. 
But now, since [a, b] E .sP’+‘, either there are (i, j) < (i’, j’) < ,UY with 
[y(i, j), y(i’, i’)] E d 
or there are i < p and j < p with [y(i, j), b] E .&. Consider the first alternative. If 
j=j’theni+lsi’and 
[y(i, j), y(i’, j)] E ~4 
which is contradictory. If j <j’ then y(i, j) 6 y(p, j) <y(i’, j’) and so 
]Y (6 j), Y (P, iI1 E ~4 
which again is contradictory since i + 1 s y. Finally, the second alternative leads 
to a contradiction by virtually the same argument. 0 
Combining this result with Lemma 3.10 gives us a slightly neater result. 
Corollary 3.12. For all limit ordinals p and Y we have (a”)” = L&@“, for all .~4 E A. 
The final result of this section is proved by a variant of the argument of the 
second half of the proof of Theorem 3.11. 
Theorem 3.13. Suppose p and Y are limit ordinals and suppose 
~(O)~c~(l)~...~~(j)~... (j<v) 
is a sequence of limit ordinals with supremum p. Suppose also that &, 8 E A 
satisfy LZW) ~C%forallj<~. ThentiPc%Y 
Proof. Consider any interval [a, b] $ 93”. Thus there is a Y-sequence 
a<x,~.**~x,~...<b (j < v) 
with [x,, xi+,] $ W, for all j < Y. In particular, for each j < Y we have 
[Xj, Xj+,] $ ~~‘j’ 
which gives us a p(j)-sequence 
Xj~y(O,j)~...~y(i,j)~...~Xj+, (i<p(j)) 
with [y(i, j), y(i + 1, j)] $4 f or all i < ,u(j). We now concatenate these se- 
quences to obtain a sequence of length 
~(0) + ~(1) +. . . + p(j) +. . . = p 
witnessing that [a, b] $ dP, as required. 0 
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These proofs make it clear that the arithmetic or order-derivatives is intimately 
connected with the arithmetic of order types, and a more detailed investigation 
ought to be undertaken. However, for our immediate purpose, the results above 
will suffice. 
4. A basic correspondence 
In this and the next section I will describe a more coherent way of thinking 
about order-derivatives and deviations. This will explain what is going on when a 
deviation is being computed, as well as pointing the way to a much richer theory. 
The first step is to explain the significance of antebasic sets of a poset. 
Definition 4.1. An ante-order of a poset (S, C) is a partial order c of S such that 
aaxcysb j x<yandacb, 
for all a, 6, x, y E S. 
Note that (S, C) is an extension of (S, C ), i.e., 
acb + ash, 
for a, b E S. Note also that equality is the extreme ante-order of (S, G). 
We will see that ante-orders and ante-basic sets of (S, G) are equivalent 
gadgets. The passage from one to the other is given by the following 
constructions: 
(c-d): [a, b]E& e (ash) and(aEb + a=b), 
(&4-C): aLb G (acb) and ([a, b]E& + a=b). 
Put succinctly these say that for a s b (in S), 
a c b = [a, b] $ ~4. 
The formal result is as follows. 
Theorem 4.2. There is a bijective correspondence between the ante-orders E of 
(S, C) and the ante-basic sets ~4 given by the two rules above. 
Proof. Suppose first that E is an ante-order and let & be the set of intervals 
given by the first rule. Trivially SQ contains all singleton intervals. Next, consider 
elements a < x G y 6 b of S with [a, b] E ~4. Then 
xcy 3 x=yorxcy 
jx=yoracb 
3 x=yora=b 3 x=y 
so that [x, y] E ~4. Thus d is an ante-basic set. 
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Secondly suppose that _~4 is an ante-basic set and let c be the relation on S 
given by the second rule. Trivially c is reflexive and antisymmetric. Also if 
agbgcthena-(b-(c, sothata~c, and 
[a, c] E 24 3 [a, bl, [b, cl E 54 
+ a=b=c + a=c 
which gives a L c. Thus L is transitive, and hence is a partial ordering of S. 
Now consider elements a Sx cy s b of S. Trivially x < y and so a < b. Also, 
since x r y, we have [x, y] $ J& and hence [a, b] $ ~4, so that a c 6. Thus c is an 
ante-order of S. 
It remains to show that the two constructions form an inverse pair. 
Consider first an ante-basic set &, let c be the ante-order obtained from L&, 
and let 8 be the ante-basic set obtained from L . Then for all intervals [a, b] of 
S, 
[a,b]ES? e a$b ora=b 
e ([a,b]E&anda#b)ora=b 
G [a, b] .s d 
(since [a, a] E d), so that 93 = &. 
Finally consider an ante-order c of S, let d be the ante-basic set obtained 
from c , and let < be the ante-order obtained from .&. Then for all a, b E S, 
a <b e (a s b) and ([a, b] E d + a = b) 
e (a = b) or (a <b and [a, b] $ Se) 
e (a=b) or (a<b andacb) 
Ga=boracb 
e acb 
so that < and c agree, as required. 0 
5. Order-deviations explained 
Fix the linear order type r with (T, <) as a typical example. For an arbitrary 
poset (S, G), the ante-basic set 0” corresponds to some ante-order < of (S, G). 
Set 
(S, +) = (S, <) 
so that (.)‘“’ is an operation on the class of all posets. A simple calculation shows 
that for a, b E S we have a =S b precisely when a = b or a < b and [a, b] includes a 
copy of T. Thus (S, ,)(‘) is discrete precisely when all intervals of (S, G) are 
r-free, and (S, s)(~ is (S, G) precisely when every nontrivial interval of (S, <) 
includes a copy of T. 
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Since (e)‘” can be applied to any poset we may iterate it to produce a sequence 
(S, C), (S, +, (S, +)(r), (S, <)@)@)(Q, . . _ 
of ante-orderings of (S, c). More precisely, let (cm 1 (Y E Ord) be the sequence of 
orderings given by 
asob e acb, 
(S, <a-e1 ) = (S, sap, 
a CA b G (Va < L)[a sa b], 
for all ordinals (Y, limit ordinals A, and elements a, b of S. The sequence above is 
then 
This should be viewed as a search for the least ante-order of (S, G) in which all 
intervals are r-free. We show that the length of this search is essentially the 
r-deviation of (S, c). 
To prove this we must look at a more general result. Thus consider any 
ante-order c of (S, 6). This corresponds to an ante-basic set &, and then the 
ante-basic set J&’ gives a new ante-order L ’ of S. We need a description of this. 
For elements a s b of S, a E-embedding T -+ [a, b], is a mapf : T-t [a, b] such 
that 
r CY 9 f(x) Q(Y), 
for all x, y E T. 
Lemma 5.1 For all elements a, b of S the following are equivalent: 
(i) a L “b. 
(ii) a = b or a rb and there is a L-embedding T-t [a, b]. 
Proof. From the previous section we see that a ~“b holds precisely when 
(ash) and ([a,b]Es4’+ a=b), 
where d is the ante-basic set corresponding to C . This can be rephrased as 
(a = b) or (a <b and [a, b] $ .@Z’). 
When the second clause holds we have a < b and [a, b] 4 &, so that a c b. Also, 
a < b whenever a [II b, hence a !Z “b holds precisely when 
(a = b) or (a c b and [a, b] $ ~4’). 
Now [a, b] $ ~4’ holds precisely when there is a monotone map f : T+ [a, b] 
such that 
x <Y * tf (XL f (Y)l4 4 
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for all X, y E T, i.e., such that x < y + f(x) cf(y). Since T is linear, such a map 
is a c-embedding, which gives the required result. q 
Notice how this result gives the description of (S, c)(‘) = (S, %) referred to 
above. 
Now, for any ante-order E of (S, c), we may regard (S, & ) as a poset in its 
own right and apply the construction (.)‘“I to it. The following result should be 
expected. 
Theorem 5.2. The equality (S, C) (G = (S, c”) holds for all ante-orders L of the 
poset (S, C). 
Proof. Let (S, C) (r) = (S, <). Then, for a, 6 ES, we know that a <b holds 
precisely when a = b or a c b and there is a map 
g: T+[a, bl with x sy e gig, 
for all x, y E T. Here [a, bJj = {m E S 1 a L m c 6). 
Almost trivially we have [a, bl c [a, b] so that, by Lemma 5.1, a <b + a c”b. 
Conversely suppose that a c ’ 6 and that a c b, and let f : T+ [a, b] be the 
witnessing E-embedding given by Lemma 5.1. To obtain the required g we may 
need to modify f slightly. 
If T has a first element 1 then set g(l) = a and if T has a last element r then set 
g(r) = b. For all other x E T set g(x) = f (x). Trivially g is a L-embedding of T 
into [a, b], so it suffices to show that g(x) E [a, bl, i.e., 
a c g(x) L 6, for all x E T. 
If x = I or x = r then g(x) = a or g(x) = b. Otherwise there are U, u E T with 
u<x<v and then 
asf(u)cg(x)cf(v)cb 
from which the required result follows. 0 
To conclude this section recall the r-filtration Ye of the poset (S, c) and how 
this determines the r-derivation of intervals in S. A simple induction using 
Theorem 5.2 shows that for each (Y E Ord, ca and sa are a corresponding pair of 
ante-gadgets of S. Thus 
ad,b G [a, b] $ Fa G Lys dev,(a, b), 
for all elements a < b of S. 
6. Ascending dimensions and embedding heights 
In [3] Goodearl and Zimmermann-Huisgen give an analysis of the connection 
between the Krull dimension of a module and the chain depth of its poset of 
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submodules, at least for the case where these are countable. The connections they 
establish are quite tight and, from the examples they give, seem to be the best 
possible. In [4] Lau, Teply, and Boyle establish similar connections between 
uncountable chain depth and generalized Krull dimensions. 
In this section I will first give a quick proof of these results (using some of the 
computations from Section 3), and then I will describe a possible further 
extension of the method. Both Krull dimension and chain depth are concerned 
with descending sequences in the poset. For variety I will describe the analogous 
result concerned with ascending sequences. 
For a limit ordinal 6 let ]SJ be its cardinal and let IS]’ be the successor cardinal 
of 161. (Thus IX,]+ = Xa+,. ) In the following theorem we use ordinal exponentia- 
tion 6”. We also conventionally set 6’ = 2 (rather than 6’ = 1). 
Theorem 6.1. For each limit ordinal 6 and ordinal LY -=z lb)+ we have 
.sPfalc 22”“~ .~P[~+ll, - - for all .& EA. 
Proof. Both inclusions follow by induction on LY. Consider the left hand 
inclusion first. 
The initial case (Y = 0 is trivial (since 6” = 2). For the induction step &* a + 1 
we have 
gsla+il = (~~1~1)~ c (&“qb = &n’-‘, - 
where the middle inclusion follows by the induction hypothesis, and the final 
equality follows by Corollary 3.12. For the leap to a limit ordinal il we have 
&%*I = U{a”‘“l 1 a<A}&{&PJ LY<h}$!zP” 
since 6” 5 ah whenever (Y < A. [It is worth noting that this proof works for all a; 
not just the cy< IS]‘.] 
Consider now the right hand inclusion. Again the initial case LY = 0 is trivial. 
For the induction step cry (Y + 1 we have 
g,,” = (&@a)” c_ (,&l~+il)~ = &Yn+2l, 
where the first equality holds by Corollary 3.12 and the middle inclusion follows 
by the induction hypothesis. 
Finally consider the induction leap to a limit ordinal A < I61’. Let Y = IS]. 
There is an ascending chain of ordinals 
Ly(0) G a(1) G. . . G a(j) G. . . (j < Y) 
with L = sup{cu(j) 1 j< Y}. For each j< Y, set p(j) = aa( and let p = 6’. Then 
y(O)~cl(l)~...~cl(j)~... (j<~) 
is an ascending chain of limit ordinals with Jo = sup{p(j) 1 j < Y}. Next let 
93 = &[*I. Then for all j < Y, the induction hypothesis gives 
dP(j) = dsQ6Do) c &la(i)1 c ,&[A1 = 3 - 
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so that Theorem 3.13 gives 
&q@= &P c %R’c 0jja = (&qWl)~ = &qm+ll 
as required. 0 
The last part of this proof illustrates how discrepancies can occur when passing 
across limit ordinals. There is still some slack in the calculation which could be 
tightened in certain cases, however it seems unreasonable to expect any general 
tightening. 
To conclude this paper I will outline a different possible approach to the 
computation of deviations. To illustrate this approach consider the noetherian 
filtration JV* of the parent poset (S, s), i.e., let 
&=a? bl+_y44, 
for all (Y E Ord. This is the filtration which determines the co-deviation of S. 
Theorem 6.1 shows that for all cu< oi, &c O’odc.,V~+l, so that, if the 
co-deviation is countable then, with a discrepancy of no more than one, it can be 
determined from the chain height of S. What can we do if the co-deviation is 
uncountable? 
Consider the derivation (*)* on A given by 
d*= d t[oll = l_{sP” ( p < co,}, for 9i E A. 
In general &# ~4~1. Let JU, be the filtration obtained from (e) t , i.e., let 
& = or PI, 
for each 0 E Ord. Let C@ be the ante-order of (S, S) corresponding to Ju,. 
A simple induction shows that for each 0 E Ord and LY < o1 we have 
x UJ,B+LY = (./&) t [al 
and hence Theorem 6.1 gives 
To determine the co-deviation of (S, S) we first find the least 8 such that 
(S, c~+J is discrete, i.e., such that _&+i contains all intervals. The required 
deviation is then 0~8 + (Y for some a s o,, and this a can be determined (up to a 
discrepancy of one) from the chain height of (S, c~). Of course, to turn this into 
a practical computational tool many more details need to be supplied. Also this 
general outline can be expected to work in detail only in certain amenable cases. 
Nevertheless, computations along these lines have been carried out in [8]. 
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